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Abstract

In this paper we study an algorithm of a distributed
resource management that is responsible for the admission
of constant bit rate (CBR) streams. While a central resource
management is aware of all resource states of the distrib-
uted system, the distributed managers are not omniscient.
The considered management software allows the dynamic
deployment of software components to the terminals that
can be e. g. real-time capable java platforms. We focus on
components which use and provide audio/video services
that operate with CBR streams. They are meant to be
deployed inside future vehicular on-board distributed sys-
tems of the telematics domain at system’s run time. The
resource management task is to dynamically decide on the
admission of the CBR streams depending on the service’s
importance (priority). We map the admission problem to the
well known multi-dimensional knapsack problem in order
to get a suitable distributed admission control algorithm.
Finally, we show that the distributed algorithm achieves a
satisfying quality.

Keywords: Distributed Real-Time Systems, Optimization,
Algorithms, Component Software

1. Introduction

Recent evolution of information and communications
technology increasingly change our everyday life. The
vehicular telematics domain is also affected by that
tendency. Although the systems of that domain are
originally static we want to enable the dynamic interchange
of services by a special software management that allows
the interaction of dynamic deployable software
components. In particular, the management must allocate
the resources for the components dynamically. The focus in
this paper lies on resource management for constant bit rate
(CBR) streams that regards special constraints caused by
our component software paradigm as well as by expected
evolutions in the vehicular telematics domain.

1.1 Vehicular On-Board Telematics Systems

Several physically distributed systems are even now part of
the vehicles. Currently, such distributed systems can be
roughly divided in an engine, a comfort, and a telematics

domain. Candidates for future telematics bus systems
the powerful IEEE 1394 [9] or the optical MOST system
(Media Oriented Systems Transport). They provid
handling of audio and video (A/V) streams by allowing th
establishment of communication channels with guarante
bandwidths. There is a strict separation: communicati
channels of best effort services (e. g. WWW services) a
realized by asynchronous bus services. Howev
communication channels of A/V services with real-tim
requirements are realized by synchronous bus services w
deterministic time behaviour. Here, the term „real-time
means that deadlines have to be regarded, but to miss th
will not cause in a catastrophe. The real-time servic
operate with CBR streams, e. g. they operate with MPEG
CBR data [7] or raw CBR data. Bus systems like IEE
1394 enable the easy, dynamic, and powerful linkage o
variety of A/V sources like CD players, DVD players, an
videocameras with a variety of A/V sinks like displays, an
speakers/headphones that can be installed per passe
seat.

In section 2 we show the structure of a possible futu
vehicular on-board distributed system more precisely.

1.2 Dynamic Deployment of Components

Information technology innovation cycles are mostl
shorter than vehicle production cycles. There is mu
research effort today [8] to enable the interchange
services in originally static distributed systems as found
vehicles. A promising approach is to separate th
distributed system into hardware that provides th
resources, and software that provides the functionalitie
Certainly, this is well known in the office world with its
PCs and workstations hardware and applications softwa
However, in the telematics domain human administratio
should be reduced to a minimum.

In order to enable a user transparent interchange of so
ware we need a special software management. The purp
is to manage dynamically exchangable software piec
(software components) that interwork together by the
specified interfaces. The management must enable
dynamic deployment of components to the seat terminals
the distributed system in a user transparent way. T
deployment depends on the service requirements of the p
sengers who currently use the seat computing environme
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In [2] we introduce an appropriate component software
architecture DANA (Distributed Systems Architecture for
Networks in Automotive Environments), and describe the
management of components in a distributed system. In
section 2.3 we present aspects of the architecture that are
relevant for this paper. Our work is related to the work of
Kon who presents a dynamic deployment management of
CORBA components for the internet in [4]. Furthermore,
there is a relationship to the work of Bates. In [1] he pre-
sents a concept for mobile code of multimedia applica-
tions. In opposite to ours, Kon’s management architecture
does not consider deterministic time behaviour. Further-
more, the focus of Bates’ framework lies in a mobility con-
cept for the multimedia applications, but not in the
investigation of resource usage during their execution.

1.3 The Optimization Problem

In order to enable the functionalities of the deployed
software components, there is the need to allocate
resources (e. g. CPU times or bus bandwidths)
dynamically. In this paper we consider the admission of
CBR streams i. e. exchanged data of interworking
components with real-time requirements. In section 3 we
show that our admission problem can be mapped to the
well known knapsack problem [5]. In section 4 results of
our problem solving algorithm are shown and discussed.

1.4 Definiton of the Used Technical Terms

The following technical terms are relevant for this paper:
A component is a physical package of software with

well-defined and published interfaces [3]. A component is
deployable and configurable at system’s run time. It uses
servicesof other components and it provides services to
other components as well as to the user. Therefore, there is
an interaction between components and data is exchanged
via logical directedchannelsas shown in Figure 1. Sec-
tions of logical channels outside the terminal can be
mapped to synchronous physical channels of the bus sys-
tem if there is to satisfy a real-time requirement. Further-
more, the sections of the logical channel inside a terminal
are realized by control flows that copy data from the bus
buffer to a communication endpoint of a component and
vice versa. If necessesary the copying task requires real-
time behaviour, too.

2. Future On-Board Telematics Systems

In the telematics domain we recognize an evolution from
monolithic stand-alone computers in the past, via
interacting end units of a distributed system by which the
software and the hardware is not separable nowadays to
interacting software components that are dynamic
deployable to the end units (terminals) in future.

2.1 Generic Component Platforms

Our intention is to enable service access for the vehicu
passengers through special terminals per seat. S
terminals are both, equipped with periphery elements li
displays (with e. g. MPEG decoders in hardware
headphones, and keyboards, and connected together
broadband bus like IEEE 1394. The software on th
terminals can be configured dynamically by loadin
software components. Therefore, only the actually need
software is located on the terminal.

The terminals must be generic, so that in general a
component can be deployed. They must support best ef
as well as real-time requirements of the components. Th
it is possible to deploy e. g. a WWW browser compone
and a real-time audio component together on the same
minal.

A possible representator of such a generic terminal
the component platform realized by Jbed [6]. A Jbed com
piler compiles java byte code to object code. Then a link
produces a binary code that is stored in a boot ROM. T
possible existence of a compiler and linker inside the pla
form enables java class loading, and thereby compon
deployment at run time. Furthermore, beside the usual ja
priority scheduler there is an earliest deadline first sche
uler for real-time java threads. Therefore, the usage of re
time components is possible. Jbed actually realizes
operating system for java programs.

2.2 Operating with CBR Streams

A component that operates with CBR streams can be
A⁄V source or an A⁄V sink. The components for a Jbe
platform are written completly in java by using hardware
dependend Jbed libraries. For instance an audio s
component must get DMA access in order to control
speaker. There is a logical channel that connects the sou
and the sink component. It spans over the source termin
the bus, and the sink terminal. All channel sections requ
real-time behaviour in order to exchange e. g. a CD aud
data stream (1,41 Mbit/s). The channel section that
located within the terminal of the sink component copie

terminal A terminal B

component
A

component
B

bus

logical
data stream

channel
endpoint

section inside
the terminal

section of
the bus channel

Figure 1: Interaction through a channel
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the audio data from a physical isochronous IEEE 1394
channel endpoint to the sink component as depicted in
Figure 2. Physically, this endpoint is a DMA buffer. The
channel section is realized by a periodic java real-time
thread. Finally, the D/A converter gets its data by DMA
mechanisms that are managed by the sink component. The
location of a component, where it is dynamically deployed,
depends on the DMA controller location.

Components that realizes an A/V source or an A/V
sink operate with CBR streams as well as with signalling
data that allow the control of these CBR streams. For
instance, there are start, stop, and pause functionalities that
are enabled by further channels for exchanging signalling
data among the source and sink components. The compo-
nents should be kept as simple as possible. This means that
complex control functionalities (e. g. controlling several
CBR streams) should be splitted in several components.
Then, the resource management is able to strike only one
goal: It must keep deadlines for the CBR stream that ends
on a source/sink component or it tries to minimize the
response times of a component that realizes complex con-
trol functionalities. While the location of the components
that operate with the CBR stream is fix due to the hardware
dependencies the resource management can utilize the
location of the control component as a degree of freedom
in order to achieve the response time minimizing goal.

2.3 Distributed Resource Management for
Dynamic Deployable Components

Software management of such a dynamic system has to
deal with the following tasks:

Generally, the management has to deploy the compo-
nents by knowing resource states and component depen-
dencies in order to configure the system. The location is
one degree of freedom of the component deployment pro-
cess, and therefore there is to solve a global scheduling
problem. However, in this paper we consider only CBR
components with location constraints. Therefore we can
neglect that aspect. Furthermore, there are other manage-
ment tasks we do not consider here. For instance, there is
to enable mutual discovery of the components by provid-
ing a service discovery mechanism (e. g. naming service).

The management task of our interest is the enabling
the component resource allocation. We introduce DANA
[2], that specifies a distributed resource management
dynamic deployable components. We came to the decis
for a distributed and against a central management due
scalability and reliability benefits [2].

The allocation of bus and terminal resources of ne
inter-component channels is realized by the interaction o
set of DANA managers. The Local Channel Manag
(LCM), and the Range Channel Manager (RCM) a
responsible for the management of resources needed
channels. On each terminal an LCM is deployed. It appe
in two roles – the requesting role and the requested ro
The requesting LCM accepts an order to modify (e.
establish or release) a channel from a component loca
on its terminal. By usage of a three-way-handshake pro
col (exchange of the messages (1), (4), and (5)) t
requesting LCM negotiates the channel modification wi
the requested LCM (see Figure 3). Within this interactio
the requested LCM is responsible for the component of
terminal that is affected by the channel modification.

Furthermore, an RCM is involved by exchange of th
messages (2) and (3) if the modified channel spans o
different terminals. The RCM represents the bus system
the QoS negotiation. After establishing a new data cha
nel, components can use it for data exchange regarding
required QoS. After releasing an existing data channel,
needed resources are deallocated.

3. Resource Management for Channels

The remaining part of the paper compares DANA
distributed resource management with its not omniscie
managers with a central management that knows
resource states of the distributed system.

3.1 Resource Conflicts and Priorities

We make that comparison by studying the reactions
resource allocation conflicts. The following exampl
shows their possible occurrence:

An existing CD audio channel with a sink componen
on a terminal (see also Figure 2) is the example’s starti
point. We assume that a DAB (digital audio broadcastin

source: e. g. IEEE 1394
isochronous channel

small receiving buffer:
e. g. one IEEE 1394 packet (512 byte)
(buffer updating each 2,8 ms to achieve
1,41 Mbit/s)

CPU:
periodic java real-time thread
that copies all data from
receiving buffer to one DMA
buffer each 2,8 ms

small DMA buffers:
512 byte per buffer

write/read
alternately
in/from buffers

DMA controller:
copying 32 bit each
23 µs from DMA
buffer to the D/A
converter of the
speaker

Figure 2: Physical view: Terminals channel section and the belonging sink component

sink:
D/A converter
of the speaker
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warning service forces the activation of another CBR
stream while a warning text is spoken. Let the sink compo-
nent for both streams be on the same terminal. If there are
resource allocation conflicts, the „warning“ channel must
get resources from the „CD audio“ channel. The „CD
audio“ channel must be released in order to free the DMA
resource and eventually the CPU resource. This happens,
because the “warning” channel has a higher priority
(importance) than the “CD audio” channel.

In general, any service and its enabling channels have a
priority. Before a new channel can be established the fol-
lowing questions must be answered for any priority (begin-
ning with the highest and ending with the lowest):

Are there resource allocation conflicts in the channels
set with same priorities due to the possible establishment
of a new channel with the same or a higher priority? How
can these conflicts be solved?

3.2 The Knapsack Problem

The problem to find the optimal subset of channels within
a channels set with same priorities can be mapped to a
multidimensional knapsack problem. The task is to
maximise the objective function

and to satisfy the constraints

The binary variable xj stands for a channel j, that can be
established (xj = 1) or not (xj = 0). Let pj be the profit of
the channel j. For instance, the channel profit may depend
on the number of end points (sink components), or on the
duration since the channel is established. Furthermore, let
wji be the weight of channel j regarding to a resource i with
capacity ci. Let wji be wj for all i, so that channel j utilizes
the resource i with a share of wj/ci. Here, resources are the
required CPU time of the terminals, and the required band-
width of the busses.

The one-dimensional knapsack problem is a NP-ha
linear integer problem [5]. The multi-dimensional knap
sack problem is also NP-hard, because with i = 1 it
reduced to the one-dimensional problem. A number o
channels leads to a state room with 2r states. There are
some approximative and heuristic algorithms beside t
algorithms that get the exact solution [5].

3.3 Admission Control by Interaction of the
Distributed DANA Managers

The distributed DANA managers interact together by th
protocols that are depicted in Figure 3. In order to establi
a new channel they cannot solve the global chann
admission problem as multi-dimensional knapsa
problem because each manager has only its view to
limited subset of the global resources: the LCMs are on
able to see their CPU resource, and the RCM can see o
the bandwidth resource of the bus. They order one anot
consecutively. By our approach each manager tries to so
its own one-dimensional knapsack problem. Because
the limitation of the number of channels due to the limite
terminal resource capacities, the state room is expected
be small enough for computing an optimal solution i
acceptable time for the one-dimensional knapsa
problem. However if needed, solutions can be comput
by approximative or heuristic algorithms. Figure 4 show
three possible strategies for the execution order of t
admission control algorithms: terminal-terminal-bu
(TTB) strategy, terminal-bus-terminal (TBT) strategy, an
bus-terminal-terminal (BTT) strategy.

4. Results

The optimal solution is always achieved by solving th
multi-dimensional knapsack problem by a central an
omniscient management exactly. This section shows
quality of the solutions of the distributed approach i
comparision with that central approach.

Figure 3: Interaction of the distributed managers

terminal A

component A LCM
order

requesting role terminal B

component BLCM
order

requested role terminal C

RCM

(2)

(3)(4)

(5)

(1)

LCM LCM RCM

p jx j
j 1=

n

∑

w jix j
j 1=

n

∑ ci≤
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4.1 The Investigated Scenarios and their
Parameters

Scenarios with fully exhausted resources.In these
scenarios, all resources are totally allocated by channels
with the same priority (channels setΩ). This may be
channels of music and video services. Then, an event
forces the freeing of resources that are assigned toΩ due
to the allocation of resources for a new channel with a
higher priority (HP channel). This may be a channel of a
warning service. Accordingly, the releasing of a subset of
Ω is necessary. The profit pj and the weight wj of any
channel j are destinated randomly. We assume four seat
terminals that are connected by a bus. The resource
capacities of the locations are destinated by the channels of
Ω that fully allocate all resources. In our scenarios we vary
the size ofΩ.

Scenarios with terminals as only bottleneck.We
expect that in future only the terminals but not the bus sys-
tem will be the location of resource bottlenecks. For
instance, a IEEE 1394 bus will provide a total bandwidth
up to 800 Mbit/s. Furthermore, 256 channels with deter-
ministic time behavoiur can exist synchronously. There-
fore, we consider also scenarios with totally allocated
terminal resources again. However, now we assume an ide-
alized infinite bus resource capacity.

4.2 Comparison between the Strategies for the
Distributed Algorithms

In this section we study the managers that are involved by
the HP channel establishment process. At any first
admission control step an involved manager (LCM or
RCM) must select at least one channel ofΩ for releasing.
The manager tries to select them by achieving its optimal
local profit. However, there is the possibility that the
decision does not result in the optimal global profit. There
is the possibility for false selections that will have no
positive effects for further admission control steps. In such
cases the release of additional channels in one of the next
admission control steps is necessary. The quality of the
results of the distributed approach is shown in Figure 5
where the total profit of the modifiedΩ is compared
between the distributed and the central and omniscient
algorithm that gets the optimal solution.

Difference between BTT and TTB/TBT for scenar-
ios with totally exhausted resources.For the strategy
BTT there is the necessity for the RCM to select at lea
one channel fromΩ for releasing at the first step. A specia
effect occurs due to the concentrator property of the b
(this means that all considered channels need the
resource). The selection set of the first step is mostly larg
by BTT than by TTB or TBT. Then, the probability to
make a false decision is higher.

Equality between TTB and TBT for scenarios with
totally exhausted resources.The strategies TTB and TBT
lead to the same results. The reason is that the RCM ne
never to release channels for both strategies. Therefo
only both involved terminals deals with the releasing o
channels in any case. This is to reason by the size of
subsetς of Ω that is composed of channels that are alrea
released during the first step. Because all channels s
over the bus (due to its concentrator property) the deal
cated resource weight wS,T of the first terminal is equal to
the already deallocated resource weight of the bus wS,B for
TBT before the RCM admission control is activated (du
to wji = wj for all i). It can be even less for TTB. The
weight wS,T is not less than the weight of the new HP
channel wHP because the terminal resources are tota
exhausted. The RCM needs never to release channel
order to increase wS,B because wS,B ≥ wHPis already valid
(wS,B ≥ wS,Tand wS,T ≥  wHP).

Equality between TTB, TBT and BTT for scenarios
with terminals as only bottleneck. In the paragraph
before, we have shown that the RCM does not need
release a further subset of the modifiedΩ. This is also valid
for any strategy for scenarios with infinite bus resourc
capacity. Therefore, the strategies TTB, TBT and BTT fo
that scenarios lead to the same results. Furthermore,
results are equal to the results of the strategies TTB a
TBT for the scenarios with totally exhausted resources.

Introduction of HTTB. We introduce a heuristic
approach, called HTTB, additionally. The LCM that is
responsible for the first admission control step knows t
second involved LCM (and therefore the terminal) due
its knowledge about the HP channel. Therefore, the sel
tion set can be limited, and the probability of a false sele
tion with no positive effect for the next steps can b
decreased. However, it is now possible to release one
more) channel(s) with high profit(s) due to the limitatio
of the selection set. Therefore, TTB still works better tha

(1)

(2)

(3)

(5)

(4)

LCM A LCM B RCM (bus)
(1)

(2)

(3)

(5)

(4)

LCM A LCM B RCM (bus)

(1)
(2)

(3)

(5)

(4)

LCM A LCM B RCM (bus)

execution of the

algorithm
control
admission

TTB TBT BTT

Figure 4: Three posible orders for the executions of the algorithms during the establishment process of a new chan
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HTTB even if TTB releases more channels however with
less total profit. In general, HTTB works better than TTB
only for smallΩ (,and it works optimally if there are only
2 channels inside the distributed system).
In Figure 5 a discrete point represents a mean value of a
distribution of the randomly generated scenarios. Figure 6
depicts the distributions for the TTB and TBT strategies.
The distributions are also valid for the BTT strategy for
scenarios with terminals as only bottleneck. The optimal
distribution is a step at profits ratio equal 1 from 0 to 100
percent. The curves show a satisfying approximation of
that optimal solution.

5. Conclusions

All investigated strategies for the distributed admission
control algorithm lead to satisfying results. If there is a
small number of channels in the distributed system the
heuristic approach HTTB works better. However, the more
the number of channels increases the less worthwhile is
HTTB.

We expect, that only the terminals but not the bus will
be the resource bottleneck in future vehicular on-board dis-
tributed systems. However, we cannot generally exclude
the possibility that sometimes the bus will become a bottle-
neck, because the infinity of the bus resource capacity is an
idealized assumption. Therefore, in any case TTB is to pre-
fer to BTT and TBT.

The proposed approach can be part of a resource man-
agement that enables the dynamic deployment of software
components to terminals inside distributed systems. The
approach is mainly intresting for the management of CBR
streams in future vehicular on-board distributed systems of
the telematics domain. In future we want to extend the pro-
posed admission control concept to a comprehensive
resource management for dynamic deployable compo-
nents. The goal is to realize a user transparent interchange
of services in the vehicular telematics domain.
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